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How to work with this product: 
1. Turn on the product with push on the button ON/OFF one time. 
2. Using the button MODE, you have to choose your style for work. There two 

different styles, you could choose: 
2.1 Regime with manual start of the sound signal – The LED for MODE is not 

lightening. There will be sound signal only if you press the button SТART 
2.2 Regime with automatic reproduction of signals during accident time – the 

LED for MODE is lightening. In this regime the GB Tester will reproducing 
sound signals periodically at an interval of around 3 sec. The reproducing will 
start after press the button START one time. 

3. Choose type of glass, which will be imitated. 
4. Turn on the GB Tester on distance of at least 30 sm.  
5. Start reproducing the signal – GBD20 has to be in test regime. The indication for 

this regime is initial alarm status / the LED is light in RED for at least 4 sec/, after 
that the detector will move in test regime status / with several short blinks in 
green/ 

6. Remove the GB Tester on a distance, keeping it oriented to the detector. For each 
reproduced signal the detector has to pass on alarm mode. In other case it will be 
necessarily to change it’s place orientation.  

In case: In regime with manual start of the signals, the tester will become switched 
off automatically after 40 sec. without pushing the button. 
 
As result of low batteries, the distance for turn out of the detector will be shorter. If 
you see that the above situation you have to replace the batteries with new one. 
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